Raccoon Run & Dragonfly Way

**Short Option** (3560 ft or 0.67 mi): from Parking Lot take paved path ➔ R on Raccoon Run (natural surface) ➔ L on Dragonfly Way thru Forrester Meadow ➔ East Bay View ➔ East Bay Observation Deck ➔ R on Raccoon Run, by Forrester Woods & picnic area ➔ back to parking  *(this walk goes by Learning Stations 1.1 - 1.5)*

**Moderate Option** (5200 ft or 0.98 mi): at Observation Deck continue West on Raccoon Run ➔ from North end of East Bay ➔ up Reedy River ➔ R on Sapsucker Spur ➔ to parking  *(adds Learning Stations 1.6 thru 1.8)*

**Longer Option** (7610 ft or 1.44 mi): at Sapsucker Spur continue north on Raccoon Run ➔ to Reedy River Bridge ➔ then R on gravel path to Conestee Park ➔ around south end of great meadow, past kiosk, past baseball stadium ➔ to parking  *(adds Learning Stations 1.9, 1.10 and 2.1)*
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